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1. Further to my reports dated 11 March 2021 and 19 March 2021, I have been
asked for additional comments in a third letter of instruction (LOI 3) dated 26
March 2021. A copy of LOI 3 forms Appendix A to this report. I was supplied
with copies of the documents from which extracts appear in LOI 3. I have also
been supplied with a copy of Shift Statutory Reports dated 5 and 6 May 2020,
including wet and dry bulb temperatures.
2. The material supplied with LOI 3 indicates that there is likely to have been a
spontaneous combustion in progress within the goaf for some time prior to
the methane explosion occurring in the longwall.
3. If this was the case, then it is possible that an initial gas-air ignition occurred
within the goaf some way back from the face. Fuel gases there could include
methane plus carbon monoxide, hydrogen, ethylene and acetylene released
by heating of coal. The flame front could then have dissipated within the goaf
due to combustion of the immediately available gases, while the overpressure
produced by that event would have manifested as the first pressure wave
noticed by the workers and recorded at the maingate.
4. Given this new information, it is no longer my opinion that the first pressure
wave in the face most likely resulted from a goaf fall. I now consider it at
least equally probable that two explosions occurred, the first in the goaf and
the second in the face. Under these circumstances, it is possible that a
quantity of unreacted methane from within the goaf was displaced into the
face where it became ignited.
5. This would be a reasonable explanation for the delay between the two
pressure waves and the workers only being aware of flames associated with
the second wave. If there was coal combustion in the goaf behind Chock 111,
then this could have been the source of a hot (or glowing) surface, or a small
flame, capable of igniting the methane-air mixture in the face via the exposed
space between the chocks.
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6. I have also reviewed the wet and dry bulb temperature data provided and
used an online calculation system1 to determine the Relative Humidity (RH)
from the data. The lowest RH recorded at any time in the documents provided
is 71.1% (6/5/20, 10:55, Longwall Production C33-34). This value is too high
for any realistic possibility of a static electrical discharge in air between
clothing or personal items, or between them and earth. If such conditions
were in place immediately prior to the ignition, an electrostatic spark can
effectively be eliminated as a potential ignition source.
End of Further Report #2.

1

http://www.ringbell.co.uk/info/humid.htm
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Appendix A – copy of LOI 3
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